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ABSTRACT and energy costs (resulting in less than 10 cts/kWh
This paper summarizes the results of a study given excellent insolation conditions) in an

performed by the US and Germany to assess the environmentally safe way and largely independentof
technical and economic potential of central receiver fossil-fuel prices. Each central receiver technology
power plants and to identify the necessaryresearchand describedin the studyhas enoughpotential to justify its
development (P,&D) activities required to reach continueddevelopment.
demonstration and commercialization. Second
generationpower plant designs, employing molten-salt
andvolumetric-airreceivers,were assessed at the size of INTRODUCTION
30 and 100 MWe. The study developed a common This paper summarizes the results of a US/German
guideline and used data from previous system tests and study of central receivertechnologies for solar thermal
studies. The levelized-energy costs for the second power generation [1]. The study was performed by
generation plants were estimated and found to be Sandia National Laboratories(SNL) in Albuquerque,
competitive with costs from fossil-fueled power plants. NM (US), by the Solar Thermal Electric Technology
Potential for further cost reductions exists if technical Division and Deutsche Forschungsanstaltfor LuJt-und
improvementscan be iatroduced successfully in the long Raumfahrt (DLR) e.v. (German Aerospace Research
term. Additionally, the study presents results of plant Establishment) in KOln, Germany, by the Energy
reliability and uncertainty analyses. Mid- and long- Technology Division. The analysis team comprising
term technical potentials are described, as well as SNL, DLR and Interatom GmbH (today:
recommendations for the R&D activities needed to Siemens/KWU) in Bergisch Gladbach, Germany,
reach the goal of large-scale commercialization. The conducted the study over a 2-year period under the
resultsof this study have already helped direct research International Energy Agency's "Small Solar Power
in the US and Europe. For example, the favorable Systems"project. Funding was providedby the German
potential for these technologies has led to the Solar Two Ministry of Research and Technology (BMFT) and the
molten-saltproject in the US and the TSA volumetric US Departmentof Energy.
receiver test in Spain. In addition, early analysis The 10-MWe Solar One Pilot Plant in Barstow, CA,
conductedwithin this study indicated that an advanced was the largest demonstrationof first-generationcentral
thermal storage medium was necessary to achieve receivertechnology. During operation of the plant and
favorableeconomics for the air plant. This led to the afterits shutdown,significant progresswas made in the
design of the thermal storage system currently being United States (US) and in Europe on more advanced
tested in Spain. In smmnary, each of the investigated second-generation central receiver designs. The
receiver technologies has mid- and long-term potential primarydifferencebetween first- and second-generation
for improving plant performance and reducing capital systems as definedby this study is the choice of receiver
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heat-transferfluid; Solar One [2] used water/steam, and identically for all second-generation technologies. The
the second-generationsystems in the US and in Europe majoragreements aresummarizedbelow.
use molten salt and atmospheric air, respectively.
Molten-salt is currently preferred by the US because it 1. Focuson two differentplant sizes
allows the incorporation of a cost-effective energy a. 30 MWein solarandhybrid modes with annual
storage system. In Europe, researchersare pursuingthe capacityfactorsof 30%and 40%, respectively.
use of a volumetric receiver system using air because it b. 100 MWe in solar-only mode with a capacity
is an inherently simpler system with the potential to be factorof 40%.
very reliable. Key features of the second-generation 2. Choose glass heliostats for the 30-MWe plants
systems are depicted in Figures 1 and 2, for the molten with an area of 150 m2 and a cost of $130/m2.
salt and air systems, respectively. American and Choose stretched-membraneheliostats for the 100-
European industries and institutions have expressed MWe l,)lantswith an area of 150 m2 and a cost of
interest in commercializing second-generation $96/m'L Costs are based on vendor quotes
technology and have proposedbuilding demonstration obtained during the utility study mentioned
power plants. The PHOEBUS industrial consortium previously[4].
finished a feasibility studyon air technology in 1990 [3] 3. Define the second-generationplant to be the fifth
and two US utilities completed studies on salt and in a small series.
sodium technology in 1988 [4]. Currently,a teamof US 4. Use the same cost, performance,and reliabilityfor
utilities plans to retrofit the 10-MWe Solar One plant identical balance-of-plant equipment.
with molten-salt technology [5]. In Europe, the 5. Use solar data collected at Barstow, CA, in 1976
PHOEBUS consortium considered building a 30-MWe [6].
atmospheric-air plant in Jordan. If the demonstration of 6. Use the same analytical methods to analyze cost,
second-generation technologyis successful, commercial- performance, and reliabilityof the power plants.
scale plants in the range of 30 to 200 MWe could then
be built and deployed in sunny regions worldwide. Of The primary sources for technical information and
course, the level of deployment will depend on their costs for components and subsystems were the
economic potential, i.e., the cost of energy from these PHOEBUS Feasibility Study and the US "UtilityStudies.
plants and how they compare with other options for In general, costs were based on single-vendor quotes for
electricity generation, the first plant. These costs are conservative relative to

what a fifth plant would cost, considering the effects of
competitive bidding and technology improvements.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES Since the understanding of longer term economic
An evaluation of the technical and economic potential potential was of interest, .'he _st data bases were

of these second-generatiop, central receiver plants was modified to represent a fifth ¢iant. Competitive bidding
the primary goal of the study. Objectives were to was assumed to reduce co¢.Sby I_/o, and advancements
investigate: in receiver design were a:'_or.,cdto occtu that allowed

the flux limit to be rai_.; by 20%. Where possible,
1. technical characteristics (efficiencies, annual information was a!sc o._t;,inedfrom the:solar parabolic

energy yield, etc.), trough systems b_It by:',iJZ [71to _hcck the validity of
2.- levelized energy costs (LEC), the cost estit,l'at'._z,_,._',_ tm,_l_._,_d_st reductions that
3.- reliability of the plant and its subsystems, are possible who ,_,_i,_,71e l_aatt'_ate built.
4. uncertainty of technical and cost data. The SOLEF,_,:Y ¢:Jf_pu_c_c._e [8] was used to

simulate pla_a_ _Y,_r,_,,ce throughout an entire
A secondary goal was to identify the potential of these calendar )'¢v'. "_-¢_¢al j_tsdfication for input

systems and research that is needed to improve the parameterr toth.eeMcweeedc._annented in detail [1]..
performance and reduce the cost of central receiver Two additiorm] :!_ycc:_ were also performed; they
systems, were attempt_ v,o_.%tnt!{iJ6_: reliability of the plants

and to rank tbc _,_c'-_:_:,,: icz in te.qnsof their effects on
the LEC. Inforn_._.r_,', _ined in both of these areas will

METHODOLOGY help identify and prioritize future energy research
DLR and SNL formed a set of consensus guidelines, needs.

which dictated many parameters that would be treated
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Figure 1 Schematicof a molten-saltpowerplant. Molten salt is heatedto 565°C within a tubular-typo(SIT) or film-type
(DAR) receiverand pumpedto the hotstoragetank. Aftermakingsteam, moltensalt at 288°C is returnedto the
cold tank andpumpedback to 1hereceiver. In a SIT receiver(left), solar energyis absorbedby the salt through
the tubewalls. In a DAR (right),solar energy is absorbedby the saltdirectlyas it flows on the outsidesurfaceof
fourflat panels.

Figure2 Schematic of atmospheric-airpowerplants. Air is heated to 750°C within volumetric-typereceiver(VR) andfans
move the air directlyto the steamgeneratorand/orthermocline storagesystem. Aftermaking steam,warmair at
170°Cis mixed with atmosphericair and reintroducedto the receiverinlet. In a volumetricreceiver,solar energy
is absorbedwithin the volume of a wire-meshpackthat is severalcentimetersthick. For small plants (30 MW,
left), one flat absorberis preferred. For large plants (100 MW, right),economic tradeoffs favora cylindrical
receiver.
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RESULTS OF LEC CALCULATIONS plant. Comments on the major efficiency differences
The results of the LEC calculations following the aregivenbelow.

common guideline for the second-generation central This analysis predicts that the SIT receiver is more
receiver plants are presented in Table 1. These efficient than the air receiver. However, a detailed
calculations are based on a constant dollar (inflation reviewof the studyresults indicatedthat the geometryof
removed) fixed-charge rate of 10.5%. This value is the 100-MWe air receiver did not appear to be
typical for an investor-owned utility in the U.S. and optimized as well as the geometryof the salt receiver.
does not include the effect of any solar tax credits. Future studies will likel}, define improved geometries
Whereas the 30-MWe plants may reach 15 to 16 for the air receiver,which shouldmake it comparableto
cents/kWh in pure solar operation (13 cents/kWh in the salt receiver. Another advantage of the 100-MWe
solar/fossil hybridoperation with 25% of fossil energy salt plant is a higher annual efficiency for the Rankine
shareof the total thermalenergy given to the elec,4aicity cycle (.419 versus .401), because its feedwater
generating system), the 100-MWeplants may have the temperatureis 120°Chigher. The air plants use a lower
potential of generating electricity tbr less than 10 feedwater temperature to reduce mixing losses at the
cents/kWh under excellent insolation conditions (2800 receiverinlet (note in Figure2 that air is reintroducedat
kWh/m2/yr). This electricity cost is competitive with the receiver inlet). Development of an effective air
today'sfossil power plants andwouldbe reducedfurther curtain will reduce these mixing losses and make it
if environmental adders were added for fossil plants possible to raise the feedwatertemperatureand hence,
and/or if tax relief could be includedfor solar plants, improve the Rankine efficiency.
The following paragraphsdiscuss the LEC results for Table 1 indicates the direct-absorptionreceiver(DAR)

the salt and air plants in some detail in order to better salt plant may be able to achieve a lower LEC than the
assess the differencesanalyzedby this study. SIT plant. The primary reason is that the DAR is

The results in Table 1 indicate that the salt plants have predicted to have a higher annual efficiency than the
lower LEC figures than the air plants. When judging SIT receiver (0.885 versus 0.803); the DAR power
these differences, the uncertainties of the technical and plant, therefore,employs fewerheliostats and a smaller
cost data as well as the remaining differences in the receiver to achieve the same capacity factor as the SIT
de,_ign layout should be taken into account. The plant. The LEC reduction is not as great as predictedby
difference for the 30-MWe plants is within the margin previous studies [9] because the SIT receiver used in
of u_acev,ainties for this study;however, some technical this analysis is more advanced than the SIT receiver
and cost differences give the 100-MWe SIT plant an used in previouscomparisons. In addition, it should be
adv_atage over the 100-MWe air plant. These reasons emphasized that of all technolgies considered in this
are mainly due to the cost of providing large thermal study, the DAR has had the least development (a 4
s_orage capacities and in different annual plant meter DAR panel was built at Sandia but testing was
efficiencies, suspended before obtaining meaningful on-sun test
The cost of the thermal storage system for the air plant results). Because of this fact, the predicted LEC

is significantly more than for the salt plant. Including improvement is suspect until further testing is
indirects and interest during construction, the 8 hrs completed.
storage for the 100-MWeair plant costs $53 M (19%of Based on comparisons with data from existing LUZ
total capitalcost), whereas the 7 hrs storagefor the 100- plants and Solar One, the LEC predictionsof this study
MWe salt plant is $26 M (11% of total). Since the 30- appearplausible. Additional reductionsin LEC, beyond
MWe plants had significantly less storage (4.5 hrs for those presentedhere, may be achieved in the long-term
salt and 3 hrs for air) than the 100-MWe plants, the by introducing further technical improvements,
difference in storage costs did not impact the LEC increasing the plant capacity factor by larger storage
nearly as much. In the longer term, a less costly and capacities (if economically reasonable),and increasing
more advanced energy storage system may be expected plant size to larger than 100 MWe. For example, other
to be available for the air plant, studies performed in the US indicate that the LEC of an

In addition, the 100-MWe SIT plant has a higher SIT plant will be reduced--.30%byincreasing plant size
annual plant efficiency than the air plant (0.165 versus from 100 to 200 MWe and increasing storage from 6 to
0.150, assuming 100% plant ax'_,lability). This 13has [10].
efficiency advantage helps reduce the LEC of the salt
plantbecause fewer heliostats and a smaller receiverare
used, which results in the same capacity factoras the air
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Table 1 Summary of Cost E_mates and LEC Calculations Using LEC Equation from Common Guidelines

Ann. Net

Cap_. Ann.Cap. An_ _ Total Electric. Availi- Capacity
2nd Generation Cost J Cost Cost Ann.Cost Energy2) bility Factor LEC 2)

C.R.Technology ($M) ($M) ($M) ($M) (GWh¢) (%) (%) (c/_/kWhe)

I, 30 MWe SIT, Solar-Only 95.3 9.9 2.6 12.6 81.7 91.0 31.1 15.4
Solar Multiple - 1.4, 4.5h-Stor. (77.6)

* 30 MW e SIT, Hybrid (25%) 99.5 10.4 3.5 13.9 109.0 91.0 41.5 12.8
SM-- 1.4, 4.5 h-Stor. (81.0)

* 30 MWe Air, Solar-Only 99.4 10.4 2.5 12.9 78.9 91.5 30.0 16.4
SM = 1.2, 3h-Stor. (81.0)

* 30 MWe Air, Hybrid (25%) 101.3 10.6 3.2 13.9 105.2 91.5 40.1 13.2

SM = 1.6_ 7h-Stor. (82.6)
* 100 MWe SIT, Solar-Only 227.7 23.9 4.5 28.5 336.3 91.0 38.4 8.5

SM = 1.6, 7h-Stor. (182.7)

* 100 MWe Air, Solar-Only 272.7 28.6 4.4 33.0 335.6 91.5 38.3 9.8
SM = 1.8, 8h-Stor. (218.7)

* 100 MWe DAIL Solar-Only 211.9 22.2 4.3 26.5 340.4 91.5 38.9 7.8
SM=I.5, 9h-Stor. (169.9)

1) In brackets: direct capital cost
2) Includes plant availability
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RESULTS OF RELIABILITY ANALYSES repair time. To our knowledge, this is the first time
The PHOEBUS and Utility Studiesdid not include an such an importance-rankingtechniquehas been applied

analysis of equipment reliability. However, since the to a solarpowerplant.
conclusion of these studies, considerable effort in The uncertainty analysis has helped to prioritize future
collecting and analyzing relevant failure data has been R&D. For example, the two most importantuncertainty
done by the study group. This is the first time such an issues, (1) helios(at costs, and (2) O&M costs, are
analysis has been performed for central receiver currently being addressed in the US. To reduce the
systems, and it can be defendedwith a good degree of uncertainty associatedwith heliostatcosts, the National
confidence. Data sources are (1) the tests of Renewable Energy Laboratory (formerly SERI) is
commercial-seale molten-salt pumps and valves testing currently available films and working with
completed in 1990, (2) salt receiver and other salt- industry to develop advanced reflective films with a
component tests conducted in France and the US, (3) longer life. To reduceO&M costs, SNL has embarked
powerblock and steam generatordata fromsolar-trough on a multi-yearprogramwith KJCOperatingCompany
plants and the US utility industry, and (4) control (formerly LUZ) at solar electric generating systems
system and other applicabledata from Solar One. (SEGS) operating solar plants. SEGS parabolic trough
Using the UNIRAM computer code [11] the analysis plants and central receiver plants have many common

predictsthe availability of the SITplant, during hoursof subsystems and are faced with many similar O&M
s_mshine,to be 91% and the DAR and air plant to be problems. It is expected that this collaborative project
91.5%. The availability prediction appears plausible will not only help currentSEGSplants butwill improve
based on comparisons with availabilities actually the study predictions of O&M costs for future
achieved at Solar One during its last operating year commercial-scalecentral receivez:plants.
(95%) and routinely achieved at LUZ plants (>90%).
The top threecontributorsto forcedoutages at all plants
were predicted to be the master control system, the CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
turbine-generator,and the flow-controlvalves/dampers Future (second-generation) central receiver
containedwithin the solar receiver. The analysis of the technologies will be representedby the following two
SIT plant was describedin detail in a previous ASME technologies:
paper [12].

• The molten-salt cooled system using a tubular
receiver(laterpotentiallya molten-salt film receiver)

RESULTS OF UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS and salt thermal storage: this system is backed by
The parameters employed in the analysis of cost, the successful experience with a commercial-scale

performance, and reliability are not known precisely, molten-salt loop, and medium-scale tests of a
Therefore,a study was performed to analyze the LEC receiver (5 MW0, storage (7 MWhr), steam
calculations in order to identify the system parameters generator(3.1 MW0 at Sandia in Albuquerque,NM
that contribute most to the uncertainty in these costs. (US), as well as the French 2-MWe experimental
Since the purpose of research and development (R&D) plant, Themis. A retrofitof the 10-MWe Solar One
is to reduce uncertainty, the resulting importance Pilot Plant (the Solar Two Plant) using the molten-
ranking can help prioritize future central receiver salt technology is currentlyplamled for the site in
research. Barstow, CA (US).
Using average estimates with +/- tolerances, both

backed by experimental evidence and expert judgment, • The air-cooled system using a volumetric-air
a Monte Carlo sampling approach was applied to the receiver and a solid ceramic material thermal

100-MWe SIT plant LEC calculations. The analysis storage: this system is backed by several small-scale
indicated that LEC ranged from 0.075 to 0.10 S/kW-hr receiver tests in Spiez, Switzerland;
and that the cost of stretched-membrane heliostats was Lampoldshausen, Germany; Almeria, Spain; and
the most important parameter. The following seven Albuquerque, NM (US), as well as by some plant
parameters were one-half to one-third as important as project studies (by SOTEL, PHOEBUS-Consortium)
heliostat costs: (1) operation and maintenance (O&M) in Europe and by industrial experience concerning
costs, (2) repair time for controls, (3) receiver components and subsystems derived from proven
absorptance, (4) receiver thermal losses, (5) electric conventional technologies; high-temperature gas
parasitics, (6) heliostat cleanliness, and (7) tube leak ducts, blowersand dampers in chemical processing;
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waste heat boilers in modern power plant combined gas and steam turbine cycle aspect (not
technologies; high-temperaturestorage units in steel analyzedhere).
making processes; and high-temperature The short-term status, mid-term expectations, and
technologies from combined-cyclepower plants). A long-term potential forall the systemswere assessedby
2.5-MWt volumetric-air receiver system test the studygroup.
(PHOEBUST_echnologyProgram_SolarAir Receiver
Program TSA) has been successfully conducted in Short-termStatusof the systems comes from the study
Almeria, Spain, in 1993. This facility comprises a group'sassessment of the level of the technology today.
complete medium-scale system: receiver, ceramic Many of the components in each of the systems are
storage, steam generator, blowers, dampers, hot currentlyavailable. A plant utilizing an SIT receiver
ducts,controls,etc. and glass-metal heliostats is the best available system

today.
From the resultsof this study,it is concluded that both

the salt and air technologies have mid- and long-term Mid-termexpeclationsforcentral receiversystemscome
potential for improved plant performance and reduced from an assessment considering possible improvements
capitaland energycosts. In the long term, the potential during the next 5 to 10 years. The study group defined
exists for generating electricityfor less than 10 cts/kWh goals for each system, which are its assessment of each
in an environmentallysafe way, largely independentof system's potential. Many of the anticipated advances
fossil-fuel prices, and under excellent insolation depend on the success of upcomingtests, which include
conditions as found in Barstow, CA (US) or in South the 10-MWe SolarTwo Plant projectin Californiaand
Jordan. the 2.5-MWt volumetric-air receiver system test CFSA)
This fact makes it manda_.oryto further develop the in Almeria, Spain, as the main projectsknowntoday.

technologies of central receiverpowerplants. The huge
potential of solar energy warrants the development of Long-termpotential is the study group's predictionof
more than one technology. Past experience has shown how the various systems could look in more than 10
the developments did profit from each other, because years from now. This is an assessment of the
large parts of the plant, such as the heliostats, are technology improvements that can be made to make
independentof the specific technology, central receiver systems competitive with conventional
The molten-s,_',system using a tubular receiver (SIT) generating technologies. (Other favorable conditions

has the highest level of developmentof central receiver may also be needed, e.g., environmental adders for
systems today. Plants utilizing SIT technology can be fossil-fuel plants and/or tax relief for solar plants.) In
improved in the mid- and long-term by increasing the long term, each of the studied systems may have
performancethroughuse of moreadvanced designs and sufficient potential to be developed into a commercial
higher solar fluxes. Potential for reduced capital costs system.
and improved performance may be available with the
molten-salt film receivers (DAR) once more In orderfor the assessed expectations and potential of
developmentworkhas been completed on film stability, these central receiver power plants to be realized, the
Reducedenergycosts may also be obtained using an SIT studygroup recommendsthat a numberof activities be
receiver that is coated with a low emissivity surface undertakenincluding:
similar to the cermet surface used in LUZ plants (not
analyzedhere). 1. Updatesto and expansions of this study.
The results of this study cannot predict whether the 2. FutureR&Don:

molten-salt or the air technology will offer better -SITreceiversystem
benefits in the future. While the molten-salt technology - Volumetric-airreceiversystem
has an economicadvantageover air systems in the 100- - Molten-saltfilm receiversystems
MWe size, air systems promise to be simpler to operate - Heliostats.
and maintain, and therefore, may be better suited to 3. Systemdemonstrationssuch as:
developing countries, especially to sites with a poor -"Solar Two"-a 10-MWe SITreceiversystem
industrial infrastructure. Additionally, the volumetric- - 2.5-MWt volumetric-airreceiversystem test
air receiver system has potential for improved system -"Solar Three"-40-MW t volumetric-air
performance once further development has been receiversystemormolten-saltfilmreceiver
conducted in the long-term-particularly on the -PHOEBUS-30-MWevolumetric-airreceiver
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system (120 MW0 Meteorological Data Base, Aerospace Report No.
-"Solar 100"- 100-MWe SIT plant. ATR-78 (7695-05)-2, The Aerospace Corporation,

El Segundo, CA, March 1978.
The expansions of the study will use recent data and

provide a more solid evaluation and comparison of the 7. Application for Certification for SEGS 111,SEGS IV,
systems. The recommended R&D will provide the data SEGS E SEGS VI, SEGS VII, Prepared for
for the expansions of the study, prove the engineering Califonfla Energy Commission by Luz Engineering
feasibility of the systems, and demonstrate each system's Corporation, Do¢. No. P-E503.4)00, January 6, 1987.
potential. The system demonstrations are necessary to
validate the system's performance and reduce the risks 8. Stoddard, M. C., S. E. Faas, C. J. Chiang, and J. A.
in scaling up to the first commercial plant. Each central Dirks, SOLERGY - A Computer Code for
receiver technology described here has sufficiently high Calculating the Annual Energy from Central
potential to justify its continued development. Receiver Power Plants, SAND86-8060, Sandia

National Laboratories, Livermore, CA, May 1987.
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